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Free DNA, a reason for severe COVID-19 infection?
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A B S T R A C T

The fast-growing outbreak of 2019 novel coronaviruses (SARS-CoV-2) reached all continents except the Antarctica in merely three months. Severe SARS-CoV-2
infection (COVID-19) has a bad clinical outcome, and some reports emphasized the role of cytokine storm and dysfunctions of multiple organs. However, the etiology
of severe COVID-19 has been largely unknown. Similar as SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV, SARS-CoV-2 is also thought derived from bat coronaviruses. However, it is not
pathogenic for bat at all, because free DNA in cytoplasm or blood cannot bring up violent immune response in bat; but it can produce severe inflammations in human.
I hypothesized that the damage induced by free DNA is a reason for severe COVID-19, which can explain many symptoms of this disease, such as cytokine storm,
acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) and muscus plug, acute injuries of heart, liver and kidney, and some special symptoms of COVID-19. My hypothesis will
be helpful for better understand the etiology of severe COVID-19.

Background

The fast-growing outbreak of 2019 novel coronaviruses (SARS-CoV-
2), which originated from China at the beginning of December 2019,
reached all continents except the Antarctica in merely three months. As
for March 7th, 2020, more than 100,000 infected patients and more
than 3500 death cases have been documented worldwide. Especially,
severe SARS-CoV-2 infection (COVID-19) has a bad clinical outcome,
and some reports emphasized the role of cytokine storm and dysfunc-
tions of multiple organs [1–3]. However, the etiology of severe COVID-
19 has been largely unknown.

The hypothesis

Similar as SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV, SARS-CoV-2 is also thought
derived from bat coronaviruses [4]. However, all these coronaviruses,
in addition to other human fatal virus such as Ebola and Marburg, are
not pathogenic for bat at all. One major reason is that free DNA in
cytoplasm or blood cannot bring up violent immune response in bat.
However free DNA can produce severe inflammations in human
mediated by KLRC/KLRD family of natural killer cell receptors, MHC
class I genes, and type I interferons, and some DNA sensors [5,6], thus
“cytokine storm” in human. Therefore, I hypothesized that the damage
induced by free DNA is a reason for severe COVID-19.

Evaluation of the hypothesis

Free DNA is produced by dying cells. In healthy subjects, white
blood cells are the major source of free DNA. While in cancer, it is
usually from tumor cells. Free DNA In COVID-19 patients can be

brought up by injured lung cells, lymphocytes, and other immune cells.
More than 60% of COVID-19 patients had lymphopenia [1–3], which
produced abundant free DNA in these patients. Free DNA is then cir-
culated into many tissues and activated various tissue cells to produce a
large amount of cytokines [5,6], thus risk for “cytokine storm”. In ad-
dition to these cytokines, free DNA can also destroy vascular en-
dothelial cells directly: [7] in vitro study showed it can harm human
umbilical vein endothelial cells. The damage of endothelial cells will
boost the dysfunctions of multiple organs by cytokine storm, as de-
scribed as follow. Meanwhile, cytokine storm will also promote the
permeability of blood vessels. Level of lymphocytes is thought as the
early identification of risk factors for severe COVID-19 [1–3,8], while I
hypothesized that it was related to free DNA-related cytokine storm and
blood vessel damage, which can explain many symptoms of this disease,
including some “special” symptoms in COVID-19, as shown in Fig. 1.

Other immune cells can also be the source of free DNA. For example,
the alveolar macrophages are significantly increased, filled, and acti-
vated in the alveolar cavities in the COVID-19 patients with acute re-
spiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) [9], which can produce a large
amount of free DNA and cytokines. In addition, the neutrophil extra-
cellular traps (NETs), an important pathogenic components of neu-
trophils, also have a large amount of free DNA, myeloperoxidase-DNA
complexes, histones, and enzymes. The level of NETs was reported
contributed to lung injury and was correlated with severity of H7N9
and H1N1 infections [10].

Discussion

There are some risk factors for severe COVID-19, such as hy-
pertension, diabetes, cardiovascular diseases, and obesity [1–3], all of
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which have previous vascular damages. I thought that the blood vessels
in these patients are more vulnerable for free DNA-induced damage,
then these patients have more chances to be admitted to the ICU and
death. Moreover, above underlying diseases are also risk factors for
severe SARS, which also showed some characteristics of “cytokine
storm” [11].

Some clinical outcomes of severe COVID-19 can be explained by
free DNA-induced damage. ARDS is a major cause of death, which can
be developed from interstitial pneumonia commonly found in COVID-
19 [12]. Both interstitial pneumonia and ARDS can be boosted by en-
dothelial cells’ damage: all the pulmonary pathological tests of COVID-
19 patients showed significant damages of vessel walls and infiltration
of inflammatory cells in pulmonary alveoli, while with fewer invasion
of SARS-CoV-2 compared to SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV [13]. ARDS is
commonly seen in sever COVID-19 patients because of the following
reasons: first, lung has a large total area of capillary bed, thus prone to
vessels damage and cytokine storm induced by free DNA; second,
higher content of oxygen in lung vessels can form more 8-oxodG, the
product of free DNA, then brought up more serious harm to lung ves-
sels; [6] third, SARS-CoV-2 directly invade into and destroy pulmonary
epithelial cells by ACE2 receptor [14].

Sticky mucus plug in alveoli and bronchioles is a special feature of
severe COVID-19 patients. This is an important reason for poor prog-
nosis of severe COVID-19. In addition to a large cell debris produced by
cytokine storm, I thought that there were high content of free DNA in
inflammatory exudation in alveoli and bronchioles, which is very sticky
and is easy to bound to cell debris and fibrin, thus the formation of
mucus plug.

Compared to patients not in ICU, those in ICU have more higher
prevalence of shock [1–3], which involves the dysfunction of micro-
vascular endothelial cells and large effusion of liquid from circulation
into tissues. In addition, acute injuries of heart, liver and kidney, where
have abundant blood flow, was also prone to occur in these severe
COVID-19 patients [1–3]. SARS-CoV-2 were not extensively found in
above organs in severe COVID-19 patients by autopsy; meanwhile,

there were obvious damage of vessels, inflammation and edema of these
organs [13]. Moreover, the increase of vascular permeability will ac-
celerate the damage of cytokines. Therefore, these fatal complications
in COVID-19 were caused at least partly by free DNA-induced vessels’
damage and cytokine storm, but not only by the virus itself.

Acute injuries of liver and kidney are also usually seen in severe
SARS patients [11]. Taken together with cytokine storm, similar risk
factors and complications in the infections of both SARS-CoV and SARS-
CoV-2, it implied that free-induced vascular damages and cytokine
storm may play pivotal roles in the infections of these fatal cor-
onaviruses.

Brain is another organ with abundant blood flow, which showed
congestion and edema in autopsy of severe COVID-19 patients.
Additionally, drowsiness and convulsions can be seen in some children
patients. These phenomena can also be explained by free-DNA induced
vessel damage and inflammation.

Once the vascular endothelial cells damaged, the coagulation
system is activated. Thrombocytopenia, higher Pro-thrombin time and
D-dimer level are more common in severe COVID-19 patients [1–3]. It
implied that there were more severe damages of vascular endothelial
cells in severe patients compared to mild patients. Consistently, there
were some microthrombus in many organs and obvious hemorrage in
lung found by autopsy of severe patients. The microthrombus and he-
morrage of above organs can further disturb their functions. I want to
compare COVID-19 to the infection of Ebola, another fatal virus from
bat, which also has immune suppression and a systemic inflammatory
response that causes impairment of the vascular and coagulation,
leading to severe hemorrhage, multiorgan failure and shock [15]. I
thought that there also is free DNA-induced vascular damage and in-
flammation in the infection of Ebola, which usually cannot be com-
pensated by coagulation system.

Free DNA is relative resistant to the endonuclease action [16], so the
free DNA from both dead lung cells and lymphocytes can be accumu-
lated in blood to a certain extent, then induce the damage of COVID-19
patients rapidly and violently. It can explain the following “strange”

Fig. 1. Free DNA and severe COVID-19. ARDS, respiratory distress syndrome.
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phenomenon: first, compared to the infections of SARS and MERS,
patients with COVID-19 usually had a comparative long interval from
disease onset to dyspnoea, but they were suddenly worsening and had
some severe symptoms shortly, such as ARDS, admission to mechanical
ventilation and to ICU [1–3]. Importantly, these symptoms (averagely
not before day 12 in non-surviors) [17] is usually happened when the
viral shedding is already decreasing (its peak time at about day 6) in
severe COVID-19 patients. It can be easily explained by the accumu-
lation of free DNA in blood. When it is extended to a “threshold”, sig-
nificant vessels damage and cytokine storm will be produced. In addi-
tion, Guan et al reported that about half of patients have no fever at
admission to hospital, but most of them will develop a fever during
hospital [2]. I thought that the “delayed fever” was partly due to an
increasing level of free DNA, in addition to the amplification of the
virus. Third, many clinicians found that some severe COVID-19 patients
have experienced two or more “attack” even after viral load was re-
duced. I thought that some attack was due to direct invasion by the
virus, while the others might be due to the cytokine storm or vessel
damage induced by free DNA. Most surprisingly, some discharged pa-
tients with improved CT results and continuous twice negative tests of
nucleic acids, were found to return to positive tests of nucleic acids
[18]. It implied that the load of virus increased after they were dis-
charged from hospital. This phenomenon is not seen in SARS and
MERS. Free DNA is related to the continues activation and use up of
immune cells [19]. I thought that comparative high level of free DNA in
some discharged patients will eventually suppress immune function and
cause the amplification of virus.

Lastly but not least, antiviral drugs usually are helpful in mild pa-
tients but not in many severe patients [1–3], because of free DNA-in-
duced “cytokine storm” and vessel damage. However, plasmapheresis
may be an effective treatment [13], at lest partly due to clearing of
some free DNA.

Conclusion

Conclusively, I thought that free DNA-induced damage play a pi-
votal role in the etiology of cytokine storm in severe COVID-19. So free
DNA might be a useful biomarker of severe COVID-19. Further in-
vestigations of free DNA-induced damage in the infections of SARS and
Ebola are warranted.
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